







Congratulations on your decision to become a member of the Iowa Hawkeye 
fam1ly! 
We are excited to begin working with you Included in this mailing is a basic 
developmental strength program. This program provides the foundation you will need 
for future athletic development. Investing time mastering these movements will allow 
you to progress into our more advanced programs. Take the time to thoroughly read this 
packet and study the videos before beginning the training program. Developing good 
tra1n1ng habits early in your career will prevent injuries and give you the foundation for 
future success. Lifting technique is of primary importance! Do not add weight to the 
movement unless your technique is perfect. There will be plenty of opportunities to 
attam personal records, provided you have great technique and remain injury free . 
At this time, we have not sent you information pertaining to speed , agility and 
conditioning. Many of you are participating in track, baseball , basketball , wrestling etc. It 
IS cnt1cal that you get started on our lifting program immediately. We will send our 
speed, agility and conditioning program in May. In the meantime, enjoy competing in 
your spring season. If you are not competing in a spring sport, maintain your athleticism 
by playmg basketball , racquetball , etc. 
If you have any questions, please give us a call at 1-800-UIHAWKS and ask to 
be transferred to the weight room. We will be happy to help you. 
Sincerely, 
Iowa Football Strength and Conditioning Staff 
TOUGH. SMART. PHYSICAL 

**NOTE - There are two different lifting workouts in 
this packet. There is a four-day a week lifting 
program for those of you who are not participating in 
other sports at this time and there is a two-day a 
week lifting program for those who are participating 
in other sports. 
Each program is nine weeks in duration. At the end 
of the nine weeks you should start the program over 
again at week one and u se the current 1 RM's that 
you have attained. 
There will be a summer workout sent to you in May, 
which will take you through the summer, and up to 
the report date. 
You will receive directions via email to access 
instructional videos online. The videos will contain 
the exercises prescribed within the training program 
allowing you to perform the warm ups and the 
training within this packet and in the summer 
training manual. 
The videos are a teaching tool that s hould be 
referred back to if you have a question about any of 
the movements you are asked to perform. 















How to determine 1 Rep Max 
Select a weight that you expect to complete 5 solid reps with . Complete as 
many reps with this weight that you can, using proper exercise technique. 
Then convert your 1 rep max using this chart. For example, if you complete 
6 solid reps of goblet squats , with 85 lbs. Your 1 rep max in the goblet 
squat is 1 00 lbs. 
Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max 
Weight 1 2 3 4 5 6 
50 50 55 55 55 60 60 
55 55 60 60 60 65 65 
-
60 60 65 65 65 70 70 
65 65 70 70 75 75 75 
70 70 75 75 80 80 85 
75 75 80 80 85 85 90 
80 80 85 85 90 90 95 
85 85 90 95 95 100 100 
'--
How to use the 0/o Charts 
Now that you have an accurate estimate of your current 1 rep max in the 
goblet squat, you can use the corresponding 0/o chart to determine your 
exercise weights for the training session. For example, if you need 80°/o of 
100 lbs. you will locate your current 1 RM of 100 lbs. and use the 80°/o listed 
below . 
1RM 1RM 1RM 
% 100 105 110 
100 100 105 110 
-
96 95 100 105 
94 95 100 105 
92 90 95 100 
90 90 95 100 
88 90 90 95 
86 85 90 95 
84 85 90 90 
c-· 
82 80 85 90 
80 80 85 90 
TOUGH. SMART. PHYSICAL 

How to use the Lifting Cards 
Complete warm 
up prior to lift. 
Complete a light warm up set. 
Then execute the first set w1th 
65% of your 1 RM. Rest 3 
minutes then complete set two 
with 65% of your 1 RM and so 
on 
Week 1 Week2 
PAIRING (exercise A1 & A2) 
Complete a light warm up set in the 
front squat Then do a set of 8 reps 
in the front squat for set one, ) 
followed by a rest of 1mm 30 sec. 
Do a set of pull-ups for 8 reps. Add 
we1ght to the pull ups if you can 
complete 8 reps easy with 
bodywe1ght. Rest 1:30 and do set 
two in the front squat. Rest 1:30 and 
repeat your pull-ups. Do this until 
you have completed all the sets. 
Total of 8 working sets each with a 
1 30 rest between every set. 
Monday-warm up % reps % 
db snatch x5 
rest 3·00 mm x5 
x5 
x5 
A 1 front squat x8 
x8 
patr 1:30 rest x8 
x8 




Use the percentage charts in the manual to select your weights for each exercise. 
If there is no percentage in the 0/o column then it is up to you to pick an appropriate 














If you do not know your current 1 Rep Max in a given lift, then select a weight you think 
you can lift for five reps with perfect technique. Complete a set to technical fail ure and 
use the 1 Rep Max chart to estimate your 1 Rep Max. 
Estimating 1 RM example: 
An athlete completes 200 lbs. for 6 reps in the squat. 
Go to the 1 RM chart and you will see that your estimated 1 RM is 235 lbs. 
If your lifting card calls for your work sets to be completed with 80o/o, then 
your work sets will be completed with 190 lbs. 
TOUGH. SMART. PHYSICAL 

1 RM & PERCENTAGE 
CHARTS 
TOUGH. SMART. PHYSICAL 

• 
• • • 
• 
Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max 
Weight 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
50 50 55 55 55 60 60 60 60 
55 55 60 60 60 65 65 65 70 
60 60 65 65 65 70 70 75 75 
65 65 70 70 75 75 75 80 80 
70 70 75 75 80 80 85 85 85 
75 75 80 80 85 85 90 90 95 
80 80 85 85 90 90 95 95 100 
85 85 90 95 95 100 100 105 105 
90 90 95 100 100 105 105 110 110 
95 95 100 105 105 110 110 115 120 
100 100 105 110 11 0 11 5 120 120 125 
105 105 110 11 5 120 120 125 125 130 
110 110 115 120 125 125 130 135 135 
115 115 120 125 130 130 135 140 145 
120 120 125 130 135 140 140 145 150 
125 125 135 135 140 145 150 150 155 
130 ~30 140 140 145 150 155 155 160 
135 135 145 145 150 155 160 165 165 
140 140 150 155 155 160 165 170 175 
145 145 155 160 160 165 170 175 180 
150 150 160 165 170 175 175 180 185 
155 155 165 170 175 180 185 190 190 
165 165 175 180 185 190 195 200 205 
170 170 180 185 190 195 200 205 210 
175 175 185 190 195 200 205 210 215 
180 180 190 195 200 205 210 220 225 
185 185 195 200 205 215 220 225 230 
190 190 200 205 215 220 225 230 235 
195 195 205 215 220 225 230 235 240 
200 200 210 220 225 230 235 240 250 
205 205 215 225 230 235 240 250 255 
210 210 225 230 235 240 250 255 260 
215 215 230 235 240 245 255 260 265 
220 220 235 240 245 255 260 265 275 
225 225 240 245 250 260 265 270 280 
230 230 245 250 260 265 270 280 285 
235 235 250 255 265 270 275 285 290 
240 240 255 260 270 275 285 290 300 
245 245 260 265 275 280 290 295 305 
250 250 265 275 280 290 295 305 310 
255 255 270 280 285 295 300 310 315 
260 260 275 285 290 300 305 315 320 
265 265 280 290 295 305 315 320 330 
270 270 285 295 300 310 320 325 335 
275 275 290 300 310 315 325 335 340 
280 280 295 305 315 320 330 340 345 
285 285 300 310 320 330 335 345 355 
290 290 305 315 325 335 340 350 360 
295 295 315 320 330 340 350 355 365 
300 300 320 325 335 345 355 365 370 
305 305 325 330 340 350 360 370 380 
310 310 330 340 345 355 365 375 385 
315 315 335 345 355 360 370 380 390 
320 320 340 350 360 370 380 385 395 
325 325 345 355 365 375 385 395 405 
330 330 350 360 370 380 390 400 410 
335 335 355 365 375 385 395 405 415 
340 340 360 370 380 390 400 410 420 
345 345 365 375 385 395 405 415 430 
350 350 370 380 390 405 415 425 435 

I • • I • 
Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max Reps/Max 
\AI •. : . ht 
YV II:: I !:;I I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
355 355 37"- 385 400 410 420 430 440 
360 360 380 390 405 415 425 435 445 
365 365 385 400 410 420 430 440 455 
370 370 390 405 415 425 435 450 460 
375 375 400 410 420 430 445 455 465 
380 380 405 415 425 435 450 460 470 
385 385 410 420 430 445 455 465 475 
390 390 415 425 435 450 460 470 485 
395 395 420 430 440 455 465 480 490 
400 400 425 435 450 460 470 485 495 
405 405 430 440 455 465 480 490 500 
410 410 435 445 460 470 485 495 510 
415 415 440 450 465 475 490 500 515 
420 420 445 460 470 485 495 510 520 
425 425 450 465 475 490 500 515 525 
430 430 455 470 480 495 505 520 535 
435 435 460 475 485 500 515 525 540 
440 440 465 480 495 505 520 530 545 
445 445 470 485 500 510 525 540 550 
450 450 475 490 505 520 530 545 560 
455 455 480 495 510 525 535 550 565 
460 460 490 500 515 530 545 555 570 
465 465 495 505 520 535 550 565 575 
470 470 500 510 525 540 555 570 585 
475 475 505 520 530 545 560 575 590 
- 480 480 510 525 540 550 565 580 595 
485 485 515 530 545 560 570 585 600 
490 490 520 535 550 565 580 595 610 
495 495 525 540 555 570 585 600 615 
500 500 530 545 560 575 590 605 620 
505 505 535 550 565 580 595 610 625 
510 510 540 555 570 585 600 615 630 
515 515 545 560 575 590 610 625 640 
520 520 550 565 580 600 615 630 645 
525 525 555 570 590 605 620 635 650 
530 530 560 580 595 610 625 640 655 
535 535 565 585 600 615 630 645 665 
540 540 570 590 605 620 635 655 670 
545 545 580 595 610 625 645 660 675 
550 550 585 600 615 635 650 665 680 
555 555 590 605 620 640 655 670 690 
560 560 595 610 625 645 660 680 695 
565 565 600 615 635 650 665 685 700 
570 570 605 620 640 655 675 690 705 
575 575 610 625 645 660 680 695 715 
580 580 615 630 650 665 685 700 720 
585 585 620 640 655 675 690 710 725 
590 590 625 645 660 680 695 715 730 
595 595 630 650 665 685 700 720 740 
600 600 635 655 670 690 710 725 745 
605 605 640 660 680 695 715 730 750 
610 610 645 665 685 700 720 740 755 
615 615 650 670 690 705 725 745 765 
620 620 655 675 695 715 730 750 770 
625 625 665 680 700 720 740 755 775 
630 630 670 685 705 725 745 760 780 
635 635 675 690 710 730 750 770 785 
640 640 680 700 715 735 755 775 795 
645 645 685 705 720 740 760 780 800 
650 650 690 710 730 750 765 785 805 

1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 
·~ 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175 180 
100 100 105 11 0 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175 180 
96 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175 
94 95 100 105 110 115 120 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 
92 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 145 150 155 160 165 
90 90 95 100 105 110 115 11 5 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 160 
88 90 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 
86 85 90 95 100 105 110 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 140 145 150 155 
84 85 90 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 120 125 130 135 140 145 145 150 
82 80 85 90 95 100 105 105 110 115 120 125 125 130 135 140 145 150 
80 80 85 90 90 95 100 105 110 110 115 120 125 130 130 135 140 145 
78 80 80 85 90 95 100 100 105 110 115 115 120 125 130 135 135 140 
76 75 80 85 85 90 95 100 105 105 110 115 120 120 125 130 135 135 
74 75 80 80 85 90 95 95 100 105 105 110 115 120 120 125 130 135 
72 70 75 80 85 85 90 95 95 100 105 110 110 115 120 120 125 130 
70 70 75 75 80 85 90 90 95 100 100 105 110 110 115 120 125 125 
65 65 70 70 75 80 80 85 90 90 95 100 100 105 105 110 115 115 
60 60 65 65 70 70 75 80 80 85 85 90 95 95 100 100 105 110 
1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 
% 185 190 195 200 205 21 0 215 220 225 230 235 240 245 250 255 260 265 
100 185 190 195 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 240 245 250 255 260 265 
96 180 180 185 190 195 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 240 245 250 255 
94 175 180 185 190 195 195 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 240 245 250 
92 170 175 180 185 190 195 200 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 240 245 
90 165 170 175 180 185 190 195 200 205 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 240 
88 165 165 170 175 180 185 190 195 200 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 
86 160 165 170 170 175 180 185 190 195 200 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 
84 155 160 165 170 170 175 180 185 190 195 195 200 205 210 215 220 225 
82 150 155 160 165 170 170 175 180 185 190 195 195 200 205 210 215 215 
80 150 150 155 160 165 170 170 175 180 185 190 190 195 200 205 210 210 
78 145 150 150 155 160 165 170 170 175 180 185 185 190 195 200 205 205 
76 140 145 150 150 155 160 165 165 170 175 180 180 185 190 195 200 200 
74 135 140 145 150 150 155 160 165 165 170 175 180 180 185 190 190 195 
72 135 135 140 145 150 150 155 160 160 165 170 175 175 180 185 185 190 
70 130 135 135 140 145 145 150 155 160 160 165 170 170 175 180 180 185 
65 120 125 125 130 135 135 140 145 145 150 155 155 160 165 165 170 170 
60 110 115 115 120 125 125 130 130 135 140 140 145 145 150 155 155 160 
1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 
o/o 270 275 280 285 290 295 300 305 310 315 320 325 330 335 340 345 350 
100 270 275 280 285 290 295 300 305 310 315 320 325 330 335 340 345 350 
96 260 265 270 275 280 285 290 295 300 300 305 310 315 320 325 330 335 
94 255 260 265 270 275 275 280 285 290 295 300 305 310 315 320 325 330 
92 250 255 260 260 265 270 275 280 285 290 295 300 305 310 315 315 320 
90 245 250 250 255 260 265 270 275 280 285 290 295 295 300 305 310 315 
88 240 240 245 250 255 260 265 270 275 275 280 285 290 295 300 305 310 
86 230 235 240 245 250 255 260 260 265 270 275 280 285 290 290 295 300 
84 225 230 235 240 245 250 250 255 260 265 270 275 275 280 285 290 295 
82 220 225 230 235 240 240 245 250 255 260 260 265 270 275 280 285 285 
80 215 220 225 230 230 235 240 245 250 250 255 260 265 270 270 275 280 
78 210 215 220 220 225 230 235 240 240 245 250 255 255 260 265 270 275 
76 205 210 215 215 220 225 230 230 235 240 245 245 250 255 260 260 265 
74 200 205 205 210 215 220 220 225 230 235 235 240 245 250 250 255 260 
72 195 200 200 205 210 210 215 220 225 225 230 235 240 240 245 250 250 
70 190 195 195 200 205 205 210 215 215 220 225 230 230 235 240 240 245 
65 175 180 180 185 190 190 195 200 200 205 210 210 215 220 220 225 230 




1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 
o/o 360 365 370 375 380 385 390 395 400 405 410 415 420 425 430 435 440 
100 360 365 370 375 380 385 390 395 400 405 410 41 5 420 425 430 435 440 
96 345 350 355 360 365 370 375 380 385 390 395 400 405 410 415 420 420 
94 340 345 350 355 355 360 365 370 375 380 385 390 395 400 405 410 415 
92 330 335 340 345 350 355 360 365 370 375 375 380 385 390 395 400 405 
90 325 330 335 340 340 345 350 355 360 365 370 375 380 385 385 390 395 
1-- 88 315 320 325 330 335 340 345 350 350 355 360 365 370 375 380 385 385 
86 310 315 320 325 325 330 335 340 345 350 355 355 360 365 370 375 380 
~ 84 300 305 310 315 320 325 330 330 335 340 345 350 355 355 360 365 370 
82 295 300 305 310 310 315 320 325 330 330 335 340 345 350 355 355 360 
80 290 290 295 300 305 310 310 315 320 325 330 330 335 340 345 350 350 
78 280 285 290 290 295 300 305 310 310 315 320 325 325 330 335 340 345 
76 275 275 280 285 290 295 295 300 305 310 310 315 320 325 325 330 335 
74 265 270 275 280 280 285 290 290 295 300 305 305 310 315 320 320 325 
72 260 265 265 270 275 275 280 285 290 290 295 300 300 305 31 0 315 315 
70 250 255 260 265 265 270 275 275 280 285 285 290 295 300 300 305 310 
65 235 235 240 245 245 250 255 255 260 265 265 270 275 275 280 285 285 
60 215 220 220 225 230 230 235 235 240 245 245 250 250 255 260 260 265 
1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 
~ 445 450 460 465 470 475 480 490 495 500 505 510 515 520 525 530 535 
100 445 450 460 465 470 475 480 490 495 500 505 510 515 520 525 530 535 
96 425 430 440 445 450 455 460 470 475 480 485 490 495 500 505 510 515 
1--· 94 420 425 430 435 440 445 450 460 465 470 475 480 485 490 495 500 505 
r-
92 410 415 425 430 430 435 440 450 455 460 465 470 475 480 485 490 490 
90 400 405 41 5 420 425 430 430 440 445 450 455 460 465 470 475 475 480 
88 390 395 405 410 415 420 420 430 435 440 445 450 455 460 460 465 470 
86 385 385 395 400 405 41 0 415 420 425 430 435 440 445 445 450 455 460 
84 375 380 385 390 395 400 405 410 415 420 425 430 435 435 440 445 450 
82 365 370 375 380 385 390 395 400 405 410 41 5 420 420 425 430 435 440 
80 355 360 370 370 375 380 385 390 395 400 405 410 41 0 415 420 425 430 
78 345 350 360 365 365 370 375 380 385 390 395 400 400 405 41 0 415 415 
76 340 340 350 355 355 360 365 370 375 380 385 390 390 395 400 405 405 
74 330 335 340 345 350 350 355 365 365 370 375 375 380 385 390 390 395 
72 320 325 330 335 340 340 345 355 355 360 365 365 370 375 380 380 385 
70 310 315 320 325 330 335 335 345 345 350 355 355 360 365 370 370 375 
65 290 295 300 300 305 310 310 320 320 325 330 330 335 340 340 345 350 
60 265 270 275 280 280 285 290 295 295 300 305 305 310 31 0 315 320 320 
1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 1RM 
o/o 540 545 550 555 560 565 570 575 580 585 590 595 600 605 610 615 620 
100 540 545 550 555 560 565 570 575 580 585 590 595 600 605 610 615 620 
96 520 525 530 535 540 540 545 550 555 560 565 570 575 580 585 590 595 
94 510 510 515 520 525 530 535 540 545 550 555 560 565 570 575 580 585 
92 495 500 505 510 515 520 525 530 535 540 545 545 550 555 560 565 570 
90 485 490 495 500 505 510 515 520 520 525 530 535 540 545 550 555 560 
88 475 480 485 490 495 495 500 505 510 515 520 525 530 530 535 540 545 
86 465 470 475 475 480 485 490 495 500 505 505 510 515 520 525 530 535 
84 455 460 460 465 470 475 480 485 485 490 495 500 505 510 510 515 520 
82 445 445 450 455 460 465 465 470 475 480 485 490 490 495 500 505 510 
80 430 435 440 445 450 450 455 460 465 470 470 475 480 485 490 490 495 
78 420 425 430 435 435 440 445 450 450 455 460 465 470 470 475 480 485 
76 410 415 420 420 425 430 435 435 440 445 450 450 455 460 465 465 470 
74 400 405 405 410 415 420 420 425 430 435 435 440 445 450 450 455 460 
72 390 390 395 400 405 405 410 415 420 420 425 430 430 435 440 445 445 
70 380 380 385 390 390 395 400 405 405 410 415 415 420 425 425 430 435 
65 350 355 360 360 365 365 370 375 375 380 385 385 390 395 395 400 405 
60 325 325 330 335 335 340 340 345 350 350 355 355 360 365 365 370 370 

FOUR DAY WORICOUT 
TOUGH. SMART. PHYSICAL 

Roll/Mob 
t Mini Band Activation 
t 1/2 dead bug x6ea 
I 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side ly1ng hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le hi thrust x8ea 
Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side ly1ng h1p thrust x8ea 
Knee rab s· le le hi thrust x8ea 
Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
s1de lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le I hi thrust x8ea 
Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le h1 thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab s · le I hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si leI hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le I hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le I hi thrust x8ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
· Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Tu 
Tu % % 
Hang Clean 60% x3each 60% x3 
70% x3 3:00 min 70% x3 rest 3:00 mm 70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 
A1 DB Goblet Squat 60% x8 Bench Press 60% x8 A1 DB Goblet Squat 60% x8 nc line Bench Press 60% x8 
70°/o x8 1:30 rest 70% x8 1:30 res t 70% x8 1;30 min 70% x8 
70% x8 70% x8 70% x8 70% x8 
70% x8 A2 Lat Pulldown x10 70% x8 
A2 Pull up x5 STLG Hip Bridge x8 x10 Standrng DB Military Press 60% x8 
dy weight) x5 (feet on bench) x8 x10 1:30 rest 60% x8 
x5 x8 65% x8 
x8 B1 DB Split Squat 60% x8each 
B1 DB Step Up 60% x8each Standing BB Military Press 60% x8 pair 1:30 rest 60% x8 Pause Back Extension x5 
1:30 rest 60% x8 rest 1:30 min 60% x8 65% x8 (pause 5 sec) x5 
65% x8 65% x8 x5 
65% x10each Close Grip Bench Press 65% x12 B2 Inverted Rack Row x5 
65% x10 rest 1:30 min 65% x12 x5 SL Hip thrust w/ tennis ball x6each 
65% x10 65% x12 x5 rest 1:30 min x6 
x12 x12 x6 
x12 1:30 min x12 Dips xmax 
x12 x12 rest 1:30 min 
% warm % 
60% x3each DB Snatch 60% x3each 
rest 3 00 min 70% x3 70% x3 rest 3:00 min 70% x3 rest 3:00 m in 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 
A1 DB Goblet Squat 1 Bench Press 60% x8 A1 DB Goblet Squat 60% x8 Incline Bench Press 
) pair 1 30 rest 70% x8 1:30 rest 70% x8 pair 1:30 rest 70% x8 rest 1:30 min 70% x8 
70% x8 70°1- x8 70% x8 70% x8 
70% x8 70% x8 Lat Pulldown x10 
Pull-up x5 STLG Hip Bridge x8 x10 A 1 Standing DB Military Press 
dy weight) x5 (feet on bench) x8 x10 pair 1:30 rest 60% x8 
x5 x8 65% x8 
B1 DB Split Squat x8each 
60% Standing BB Military Press 1:30 res t 60% x8 Pause Back Extens1on x5 
60% x8 rest 1:30 m in 60% x8 65% x8 5 sec) x5 
65% x8 65% x8 x5 
65% x10each Close Grip Bench Press 65% x12 B2 Inverted Rack Row x5 
65% x10 rest 1:30 min 65% x12 x5 w/ tennis ball x6each 
65% x10 65% x12 x5 x6 
Curl x12 DB Cu rl x12 x6 
1 rest 1 30 min x12 1:30 min x12 xmax 
x12 x12 rest 1.30 min 

Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
si'ie ly1ng h1p thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le hi thrust x8ea 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side ly1ng hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le le hi thrust x8ea 
Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le I hi thrust x8ea 
Mini Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
s1de lying h1p thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le I hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le I hi thrust x8ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
% % warm % 
65% x3each 65% x3 DB Snatch 65% x3each Behind Neck Jerk 65% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 rest 3:00 min 74% x3 rest 3:00 min 74% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 74% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 
65% x8 Bench Press DB Goblet Squat 65% x8 Incline Bench Press 65% x8 
1:30 rest 74% x8 1:30 res t 1:30 rest 74% x8 rest 1:30 min 74% x8 
74% x8 74% x8 74% x8 
Lat Pulldown x8 74% x8 
Pull-up STLG Hip Bridge x10 x8 A1 Standing DB Mili tary Press 60% x8 
(body weight) (feet on bench) x10 x8 1:30 rest 65% x8 
x6 x10 70% x8 
x10 B1 DB Split Squat 60% x8each 
B1 DB Step Up 60% x8each Standing BB Military Press 60% x8 1:30 rest 65% x8 A2 Pause Back Extension x6 , pair 1:30 rest 65% x8 rest 1:30 min 65• x8 70% x8 Ssec) x6 
70% x8 70% x8 x6 
70% x10each Close Grip Bench Press 70"L x10 B2 1nverted Rack Row x6 
70% x10 rest 1:30 min 70% x10 x6 Hip thrust w/ tennis ball x7each 
70% x10 70% x10 x6 1:30 min x7 
I Curl x10 DB Curl x10 x7 
1 30 min x10 1:30 min x10 xmax 
x10 x10 1:30 min xmax 
% warm 
65% x3 DB Snatch ind Jerk 65% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 rest 3:00 mm 74% x3 3:00 min 74% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 74% x3 74% x3 
74% x3 74Yo x3 
DB Goblet Squat 65% x8 A1 Bench A1 DB Goblet Squat 65% x8 Incline Bench Press 
1:30 rest 74% x8 pair 1:30 rest 74% x8 1:30 rest 74% x8 1:30 min 74% x8 
74% x8 74% x8 74% x8 74% x8 
74% x8 74% x8 Lat Pulldown x8 74% x8 
Pull-up x6 A2 STLG Hip Bridge x10 x8 Standing DB Military Press x8 
• 
(body weight) x6 (feet on bench) x10 x8 1:30 rest 65% x8 
x6 x10 70% x8 ~ x10 DB Split Squat 
B1 DB Up 60% x8each ding BB Military Press 60% x8 1:30 res t Pause Back Extension x6 ~ pair 1 30 rest 65% x8 1·30 min 65' 'cl x8 Ssec) x6 
70% x8 70% x8 x6 
x1 p Bench Press x10 B2 Inverted Rack Row x6 
70% x10 1;30 min 70% x10 x6 p thrust w/ tennis ball 
x10 x6 1;30 min x7 
Curl DB Curl x10 x7 
1:30 min x10 xmax 
x10 xmax 

Mim Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot s1t up with stick against legs x1 0 
s ide ly1ng hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le I hi thrust x8ea 
Mini Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side ly1ng hlp thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le I hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le I hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 




Mini Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side ly~ng hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le I hi thrust x8ea 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side ly1ng hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le I hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le I hi thrust x8ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
% % Thursda % % 
70"'" x3each Hang Clean 70% x3 70% x3each 70% x3 
80% x3 rest 3:00 min 80% x3 3:00 min 80% x3 3:00 min 80% x3 
80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 
80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 
1 DB Goblet Squat 70% x6 A1 Bench Press 70% x6 DB Goblet Squat 70% x6 Incline Bench Press 70% x6 
1.30 rest 80% x6 pair 1:30 rest 80% x6 1:30 rest 80% x6 1:30 min 80% x6 
80% x6 80% x6 80% x6 80% x6 
80% x6 80% x6 Lat Pulldown x6 80% x6 
Pull-up x7 A2 STLG Hip Bridge x12 x6 Standing DB Military Press 65% x6 
(body weight) x7 (feet on bench) x12 x6 1·30 rest 70% x6 
x7 x12 74% x6 
x12 B1 DB Split Squat 65% x6each 
65% x6each ding BB Military Press 65% x6 1·30 rest 70% x6 Pause Back Extension x7 
· 1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 min 70% x6 74% x6 (pause 5 sec) x7 
74% x6 74% x6 x7 
74% x8each Grip Bench Press 74% x8 B2 Inverted Rack Row x7 
74% x8 1:30 min 74% x8 x7 SL Hip thrust w/ tennis ball x8each 
74% x8 74% x8 x7 rest 1.30 min x8 
x8 DB Curl x8 x8 
rest 1 30 min x8 1:30 min x8 Dips xmax 
x8 x8 rest 1:30 min xmax 
70% x3each ang Clean 70% x3 
80% x3 3:00 min 80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 
80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 
80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 
Squat x6 Bench Press 7 x6 1 DB Goblet Squat 70% x6 ncline Bench Press x6 
1 30 rest 80% x6 1:30 rest 80% x6 1·30 rest 80% x6 1:30 min 80% x6 
80% x6 80% x6 80% x6 80% x6 
80% x6 80% x6 lat Pulldown x6 
Pull-up x7 STLG Hip Bridge x12 x6 Standing DB Military Press 
(body weight) x7 (feet on bench) x12 x6 1:30 rest 70°/r x6 
x7 x12 74% x6 
x12 B1 DB Split Squat x6each 
B1 DB Step Up 65% x6each Standing BB Military Press 65% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 Pause Back Extension x7 
pair 1 30 rest 70% x6 rest 1:30 min 70% x6 74% x6 e 5 sec) x7 
74% x6 74% x6 x7 
74% x8each Close Grip Bench Press 74% x8 B2 Inverted Rack Row x7 
74% x8 rest 1:30 min 74% x8 x7 L Hip thrust w/ tennis ball 
74% x8 74% x8 x7 1 30 min x8 
x8 DB Curl x8 x8 
x8 rest 1:30 min x8 xmax 
x8 x8 xmax 

Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg stt up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up wtth stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Stratght leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
. Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X - Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X- Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
% % 0_k 
60% x3each 60% x3each 60% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 rest 3:00 min 70% x3 rest 3:00 min 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 
A1 DB Goblet Squat 60% x6 Bench Press 60% x6 DB Goblet Squat 60% x6 Incline Bench Press 60% x6 
1:30 res t 70% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 min 70% x6 
70% x6 70% x6 70% x6 70% x6 
70% x6 Lat Pulldown x6 70% x6 
A2 Pull-up STLG Hip Bridge x12 x6 Standing DB Military Press 65% x6 
(body weight) x8 (feet on bench) x12 1:30 rest 70% x6 
B1 DB Split Squat 65% x6each 
65% x6each Standing BB Military Press 65'' x6 palf 1.30 rest 70% x6 70% x6 
1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 min 70% x6 1:30 min 74% x6 
65% x6each 65% x8 B2 Inverted Rack Row x7 
70% x6 1:30 min 70 ~ x8 x7 L Back Extension x5each 
1:30 min x5 
x8 DB Curl x8 
1·30 mm x8 rest 1:30 min x8 xmax 
Th warm 
60% x3 DB Snatch 60% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 3:00 min 70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 70% x3 
1 DB Goblet Squat 60% x6 Bench Press x6 1 DB Goblet Squat 60% x6 ncline Bench Press 60% x6 
1.30 rest 70% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 min 70°k x6 
70% x6 70% x6 70% x6 70% x6 
70% x6 70% x6 2 Lat Pulldown x6 70% x6 
Pull-up x8 STLG Hip Bndge x12 x6 Standing DB Military Press 65% x6 
(body we1ght) x8 (feet on bench) x12 1.30 rest 70% x6 
B1 DB S it quat 65% x6each 
B1 DB Step Up 65% x6each Standing BB Military Press 65% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 
1 30 rest 70% x6 rest 1:30 min 70% x6 1:30 min 74% x6 
x6each Close Grip Bench Press 65% x8 B2 Inverted Rack Row 
70% x6 rest 1·30 min 70% x8 x7 Back Extension x5each 
1:30 min x5 
DBCu x8 
1 30 min x8 1:30 min x8 xmax 

Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up w1th stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Stra1ght leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3 way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up w1th stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Thursday Friday · 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
. Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X- Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X- Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 




% % % % 
70% x3each 70% x3 DB Snatch 70% x3each Behind Neck Jerk 70% x3 
82% x3 82% x3 rest 3:00 min 82% x3 rest 3:00 min 82% x3 
82% x3 82% x3 82% x3 82% x3 
82% x3 82% x3 82% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 1 Bench Press 70% x5 DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Incline Bench Press 70% x5 
82% x5 1:30 rest 82% x5 1:30 rest 82% x5 rest 1:30 min 82% x5 
82% x5 82% x5 82% x5 82% x5 
82% x5 82% x5 Undergrip Pull-up x5 x5 
A2 Pull up+ weight x5 DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x8 (body weight) x5 A1 Standing DB Military Press 70% x5 
x5 (feet on bench) x8 x5 patr 1:30 rest 74% x5 
x5 x8 80% x5 
x8 B1 DB Split Squat 70% x5each 
B1 DB Step Up 70% x5each nding BB Military Press 70 x5 1 30 rest 74% x5 BBRDL 70% x5 
1:30 rest 74% x5 rest 1:30 min 74% x5 80% x5 74% x5 
80% x5 80% x5 80% x5 
80% x6each Close Grip Bench Press 80% x6 B2 Inverted Rack Row x8 
80% x6 1:30 min 80% x6 x8 Back Extension x5each 
80% x6 x6 1:30 min x5 
x6 DB Curl x5 
1:30 mm x6 rest 1:30 min xmax 
x6 
% warm % 
DB Snatch 70% x3each Hang Clean natch 70% x3 
82% x3 rest 3:00 min 82% x3 rest 3:00 min 82% x3 3:00 min 82% x3 
82% x3 82% x3 82% x3 82% x3 
82% x3 82% x3 82% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 A1 Bench Press 70% x5 DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Incline Bench Press 70% x5 
1 30 rest 82% x5 1:30 rest 82% x5 1:30 rest 82% x5 1:30 min 82% x5 
82% x5 82% x5 82% x5 82% x5 
82% x5 x5 Undergrip Pull-up x5 82% x5 
A2 Pull-up+ weight x5 A2 DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x8 (body weight) x5 Standing DB Military Press 70% x5 
x5 (feet on bench) x8 x5 1:30 rest 74% x5 
x5 x8 80% x5 
x8 lit Squat 70% x5each 
DB Step Up x5 1:30 rest 74% x5 
1 30 rest 74% x5 74% x5 80% x5 74% x5 
80% x5 x5 80% x5 
80% x6each Grip Bench Press x6 B2 Inverted Rack Row x8 
80% x6 1·30 min 80°/ x6 x8 SL Back xtension 
80% x6 80% x6 x8 rest 1:30 min x5 
x6 DB uri x6 x5 
x6 rest 1·30 min x6 Dips +weight xmax 
x6 x6 rest 1:30 min 

Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Stra1ght leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob- orward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Thursday Friday -
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bndge-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
Full dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bridge-hold x1 Osee ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
% warm % % 
70% x3each Snatch 70% x3each Behind Neck Jerk 70% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 3:00 min 84% x3 rest 3:00 min 84% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 84% x3 84% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 84% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 1 Bench Press 70% x5 DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Incline Bench Press 70% x5 
1:30 rest 84% x5 1:30 rest 84% x5 1:30 rest 84% x5 rest 1:30 min 84% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 x5 84% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 Undergrip Pull-up x6 84% x5 
x6 DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x10 body weight) x6 Standing DB Military Press 74% x5 
x6 x10 x6 1:30 rest 80% x5 
x6 x10 84% x5 
x10 B1 DB Split Squat 74% x5each 
74°/r x5each ding BB Military Press 74 l x5 1·30 rest 80% x5 74% x5 
80% x5 1:30 min 80% x5 84% x5 80% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 84% x5 
84o/r x5each Grip Bench Press 84 ro x5 B2 Inverted Rack Row x10 
84% x5 1:30 min 84% x5 x10 SL Back Extension x6each 
84% x5 84% x5 x10 rest 1:30 min x6 
arbell Curl x5 DB Curl x5 x6 
1:30 min x5 1:30 min x5 Dips +weight xmax 
x5 x5 rest 1:30 min 
% % 
Hang Clean 70°/ x3 70% x3 
84% x3 3:00 min 84% x3 rest 3:00 min 84% x3 rest 3:00 min 84% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 84% x3 84% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 84% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Bench Press 70% x5 A1 DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Incline Bench Press 70% x5 
1.30 res t 84% x5 1:30 rest 84% x5 1:30 rest 84% x5 rest 1:30 m in 84% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 84% x5 84% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 A2 Undergrip Pull-up x6 84% x5 
Pull-up+ weight x6 DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x10 (body weight) x6 Standing DB Military Press 74% x5 
x6 ton bench) x10 x6 1:30 rest 80% x5 
x6 x10 84% x5 
B1 uat 74% x5each 
74% x5each nding BB Military Press pair 1:30 rest 80% x5 74 x5 
80°/, x5 1:30 min 80% x5 84% x5 80% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 
84% x5 B2 Inverted Rack Row x10 
84% x5 x10 L Back Extension x6each 
84% x5 84% x5 x10 rest 1:30 min x6 
x5 DB Curl x5 x6 
x5 rest 1:30 min x5 Dips +weight xmax 
x5 x5 1:30 mm 

Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side sc1ssor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side sc1ssor x6ea 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
stngle leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
s1ngle leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
% Th % % 
Hang Snatch Hang Clean 70% x3 70% x3each Behind Neck Jerk 70% x3 
3.00 min 74% x3 rest 3:00 min 86% x3 rest 3:00 min 86% x3 3:00 min 86% x3 
74% x3 86% x3 86% x3 86% x3 
74% x3 86% x3 86% x3 
Front Squat 65% x5 Bench Press 70% x4 A1 DB Goblet Squat 70% x4 ncline Bench Press 70% x4 
1:30 rest 74% x5 1:30 rest 86% x4 pair 1:30 rest 86% x4 1:30 min 86% x4 
74% x5 86% x4 86% x4 86% x4 
74% x5 86% x4 A2 Undergrip Pull-up x7 86% x4 
Pull -up+ weight x7 A2 DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x12 (body weight) x7 Alt DB Shoulder Press 70% xSeach 
x7 (feet on bench) x12 x7 1:30 rest 74% x5 
x7 x12 78% xs 
x12 81 DB Lunge 70% x5each 
B1 SL DB Bench Squat 70% x5each Standing BB Military Press 76% x4 pair 1:30 rest 74% xs 76% x4 
1:30 rest 74% x5 rest 1:30 min 82% x4 78% x5 82% x4 
78% x5 86% x4 86% x4 
B2 Double Arm DB 70% x5 DB Bench 70% x5 70% x8 
74% x5 rest 1:30 min 74% x5 74% x8 lute Ham Raise x5 
78% x5 78% x5 78% x8 1:30 min x5 
Barbell Curl x5 Curl xS x5 
rest 1 .30 min x5 1:30 min x5 Dips +weight xmax 
x5 x5 rest 1:30 min xmax 
% 
BB Hang Snatch 65% x3 Hang Clean 70% x3 
rest 3:00 min 74% x3 rest 3:00 min 86% x3 t 3:00 min 86% x3 
74% x3 86% x3 86% x3 
7 x3 86% x3 86% x3 
Front Squat 65% x5 Bench Press 70% x4 DB Goblet Squat 70% x4 ncline Bench Press 70% x4 
.:1 1·30 rest 74% x5 1:30 rest 86% x4 1:30 rest 1:30 min 86% x4 74% x5 86% x4 86% x4 
,;1 74% x5 x4 Undergrip Pull-up 86% x4 A2 Pull-up +weight x7 A2 DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x12 ody weight) x7 Alt DB Shoulder Press 70% x5each 
.:1 x7 on bench) x12 x7 1:30 rest 74% xs x7 x12 78% xs 
~ x12 70% xSeach SL DB Bench Squat 70% x5each ding BB Military Press x4 74% x5 x4 
~ 1·30 rest 74% x5 1:30 min 82% x4 78% x5 82% x4 78% x5 86% x4 86% x4 B2 Double Arm DB Row x5 70% x5 82 BB Row 70% x8 74% x5 74% x5 74% x8 lute Ham Raise x5 ~ 78% x5 78% x5 78% x8 1:30 min x5 Barbell Curl DB Curl x5 x5 rest 1:30 min x5 1:30 min xS +weight xmax x5 x5 1:30 min xmax ~ 
'2 

Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side sc1ssor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forwa 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side sc1ssor x6ea 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
s1ngle leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
s1ngle leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
Side SCISSOr x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
s1de scissor x6ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Tues % 
70% x3 Hang Clean 70% x3each Behind Neck Jerk 70% x3 
78% x3 3:00 min 80% x3 rest 3:00 min 80% x3 rest 3:00 min 80% x3 
78% x3 80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 
78% x3 
70% x5 Bench Press 70% x5 DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Incline Bench Press 70% x5 
78% x5 1.30 rest 80% x5 1:30 rest 80% x5 rest 1:30 min 80% x5 
78% x5 80% x5 80% x5 80% x5 
78% x5 Undergrip Pull-up x8 
x8 DL Bent Leg H1p Bridge x12 (body we1ght) x8 A1 Alt DB Shoulder Press 76% x5each 
x8 (feet on bench) x12 1:30 rest 80% x5 
B1 DB Lunge 76% x5each 
1 SL DB Bench Squat 76% x5each Standing BB Military Press 76% x5 1·30 rest 80% x5 A2 BB RDL 76% x5 
1·30rost 80% x5 1:30 min 80% x5 80% x5 
Dr uble Arm DB 76% x5 DB Bench 76% x5 B2 BB Row 76% x5 
80% x5 rest 1:30 min soc_., x5 80% x5 ute Ham Raise x6 
1:30 min x6 
x5 DB Curl x5 
1:30 min x5 rest 1:30 mm x5 
% 
Hang Clean 70% x3each 70% x3 
78% x3 rest 3:00 min 80% x3 80% x3 3:00 min 80% x3 
78% x3 80% x3 80% x3 80% x3 
Front Squat Bench Press 70% x5 1 DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Incline Bench Press 70% xs 
1 30 rest 78% x5 1:30 rest 80% x5 1:30 rest 80% x5 1·30 min 80% x5 
78% x5 80% x5 80% x5 80% x5 
78% x5 Undergrip Pull-up x8 
Pull-up + weight x8 A2 DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x12 body weight) x8 A1 Alt DB Shoulder Press x5each 
x8 (feet on bench) x12 pair 1:30 rest 80% x5 
B1 DB Lunge x5each 
B1 SL DB Bench Squat 76% x5each ding BB Military Press 1:30 rest 80% x5 A2 BB RDL 76% 
pair 1 30 rest 80% x5 1:30 min 80% x5 
2 Double Ann DB 76% x5 Bench 76% x5 B2BB Row 76% x5 
80% x5 1:30 min 80% x5 80% x5 e 
x6 
DBCu x5 
x5 1:30mm x5 

Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
ob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side sc1ssor x6ea 
Bag Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
s1ngle leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forwa 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Thursday Friday 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
s1ngle leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 




ang Clean 78% x2each Push Press 78% x2 
82% x3 3:00 min 88% x2 t 3:00 min 88% x2 rest 3:00 min 88% x2 
82% x3 88% x2 88% x2 88% x2 
82% x3 88% x2 88% x2 
Front Squat 70% x5 1 Bench Press 78% x3 DB Goblet Squat 78% x3 Incline Bench Press 78% x3 
1 30 res t 82% x5 1:30 rest 88% x3 1:30 rest 88% x3 rest 1.30 min 88% x3 
82% x5 88% x3 x3 88% x3 
88% x3 Undergrip Pull-up x10 88% x3 
Pufl.up +weight xmax DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x14 (body weight) x10 A1 Aft DB Shoulder Press 74% x5 
xmax (feet on bench) x14 x10 1·30 rest 78% x5 
x14 82% x5 
B1 DB Lunge 74% x5each 
B1 SL DB Bench Squat 74% x5each Standing BB Military Press 80% x3 1·30 rest 78% x5 A2 BB RDL 80% x3 
pair 1:30 rest 78% x5 rest 1:30 min 84% x3 82% x5 84% x3 
82% x5 88°/, x3 88% x3 
B2 Double Arm DB 74% x5 DB Bench 74% x5 B2 BB Row 74% x5 
78% x5 rest 1:30 min 78% x5 78% x5 Glute Ham Raise x7 
x5 82% x5 82% x5 rest 1:30 min x7 
x5 DB Curl x5 x7 
t 1:30 min x5 rest 1:30 min x5 ips +weight xmax 
x5 x5 1:30 min xmax 
Hang Snatch Hang Clean 78% x2 
3 00 min 82% x3 rest 3:00 min 88% x2 t 3:00 min 3:00 min 88% x2 
82% x3 88% x2 88% x2 88% x2 
88% x2 88% x2 
A1 Bench Press x3 DB Goblet Squat 78% x3 ncline Bench Press x3 
82% x5 pair 1:30 rest 88% x3 1:30 rest 88% x3 1:30 min 88% x3 
82% x5 88% x3 88% x3 88% x3 
88% x3 Undergrip Pull-up x10 x3 
Pull-up+ weight xmax A2 DL Bent Leg Hip Bridge x14 (body weight) x10 Alt DB Shoulder Press 
xmax on bench) x14 x10 1:30 rest 78% x5 
x1 4 82% x5 
B1 DB Lunge 
B1 SL DB Bench Squat 74% x5each ding BB Military Press 80°.? x3 1:30 rest 78% x5 80% x3 
1 30 rest 78% x5 1:30 min 84% x3 82% x5 84% x3 
82% x5 88% x3 88% x3 
Double Arm DB x5 74% x5 B2BB Row 74% x5 
78% x5 1·30 min 78% x5 78% x5 Ham Raise x7 
82% x5 82 x5 82% x5 1·30 min x7 
x5 DB Curl x5 x7 
rest 1 30 min x5 rest 1:30 min x5 +weight xmax 













t: TWO DAY WORIC:OUT 
TOUGH. SMART. PHYSICAL 

Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up w1th stick against legs x1 0 
side ly1ng hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le hi thrust x8ea 
Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
s1de lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le I hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le I hi thrust x8ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X - Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band . 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w / abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
D One Two 
% % 
60% x3each 60% x3 
t 3:00 min 70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 60% x8 Bench Press 60% x8 
1:30 rest 70% x8 1:30 rest 70% x8 
70% x8 70% x8 
70% x8 70% x8 
2 Lat Pulldown x10 Pause Back Extension x5 
x10 (pause 5 sec) x5 
x10 x5 
x10 x5 
B1 DB Step Up 60% x8each B1 Standing DB Military Press 60% x8 
1:30 rest 60% x8 · 1:30 rest 60% x8 
65% x8 65% x8 
B2 DB Row 65% x10each B2 SL Hip Thrust w/ tennis ball x6each 
65% x10 x6 
65% x10 x6 
Barbell Curl x12 Close Grip Bench Press 65% x12 
rest 1:30 min x12 rest 1:30 mm 65% x12 
x12 65% x12 
Warm % Warm % 
DB Snatch 60% x3each Hang Clean 60% x3 
rest 3:00 min 70% x3 3:00mm 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70°k x3 
A1 DB Goblet Squat 60% x8 Bench Press 60% x8 
1:30 rest 70% x8 1:30 rest 70% x8 
70% x8 70% x8 
70% x8 70% x8 
Lat Pulldown x1 0 Pause Back Extension x5 
x10 (pause 5 sec) x5 
x10 x5 
x10 x5 
DB Step Up 60% x8each B1 Standing DB Military Press 60°~ x8 
1:30 rest 60% x8 · 1:30 rest 60 x8 
x8 
B2 DB Row 65% x10each B2 SL Hip Thrust w/ tennis ball x6each 
65% x10 x6 
65% x10 x6 
Barbell Curl x1 2 Close Grip Bench Press 65% x12 
rest 1:30 mm x12 rest 1:30 min 65vf x12 
x12 65% x12 

PHASE I 
Day One Day Two 
Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le le hi thrust x8ea 
PHASE I 
Day One Day Two 
Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le le hi thrust x8ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
. Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band . 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 




DB Snatch 65% x3each Hang Clean 65% x3 
rest 3:00 min 74% x3 3 00 min 74% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 65% x8 Bench Press 65% x8 
1:30 rest 74% x8 1:30 rest 74% x8 
74% x8 74% x8 
74% x8 74% x8 
Lat Pulldown x8 Pause Back Extension x6 
x8 pause 5 sec) x6 
x8 x6 
x8 x6 
B1 DB Step Up 60% x8each B1 Standing DB Military Press 60% x8 
1:30 rest 65% x8 1:30 rest 65% x8 
70% x8 70% x8 
B2 DB Row 70% x10each B2 SL Hip Thrust w/ tennis ball x7each 
70% x10 x7 
70% x10 x7 
Barbell Curl x10 Close Grip Bench Press 70% x10 
rest 1:30 min x10 rest 1:30 min 70% x10 
x10 70% x10 
e 
Warm % % 
DB Snatch 65% x3each 65% x3 
3:00 min 74% x3 74% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 
74% x3 74% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 65% x8 Bench Press 65% x8 
1:30 rest 74% x8 1:30 rest 74% x8 
74% x8 74% x8 
74% x8 74% x8 
A2 Lat Pulldown x8 Pause Back Extension x6 
x8 (pause 5 sec) x6 
x8 x6 
x8 x6 
B1 DB Step Up 60% x8each B1 Standing DB Military Press 60'1. x8 
1:30 rest 65% x8 1:30 rest 65'to x8 
70% x8 70% x8 
70% x10each B2 SL Hip Thrust w/ tennis ball x7each 
70% x10 x7 
70% x10 x7 
Barbell Curl x10 Close Grip Bench Press 70°1~ x10 
1:30 mm x10 rest 1:30 mm 70''o x10 
x10 70% x10 

Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side ly1ng hlp thrust x8ea 
Knee rab s1 le I hi thrust x8ea 
Roll/Mob 
Mini Band Activation 
1 /2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side ly1ng hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab sin le le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with stick against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le hi thrust x8ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Big Band Activation 
1/2 dead bug x6ea 
flat foot sit up with st1ck against legs x1 0 
side lying hip thrust x8ea 
Knee rab si le hi thrust x8ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
. Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X - Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band . 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
One Two 
Warm % Warm % 
DB Snatch 70% x3each Hang Clean 70% x3 
rest 3:00 min 80% x3 rest 3.00 mm 80% x3 
80% x3 80% x3 
80% x3 80% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x6 Bench Press 70% x6 
1:30 rest 80% x6 1:30 rest 80% x6 
80% x6 80% x6 
80% x6 80% x6 
Lat Pulldown x6 Pause Back Extension x7 
x6 use 5 sec) x7 
x6 x7 
x6 x7 
B1 DB Step Up 65% x6each B1 Standing DB Military Press 65% x6 
1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 
74% x6 74% x6 
B2 DB Row 74% x8each B2 SL Hip Thrust w/ tennis ball x8each 
74% x8 x8 
74% x8 x8 
Barbell Curl x8 Close Gnp Bench Press 74% x8 
rest 1:30 min x8 rest 1:30 min 74% x8 
x8 74% x8 
ne Two 
Warm Warm % 
DB Snatch 70% x3each Hang Clean 70% x3 
rest 3:00 min 80% x3 rest 3:00 mm 80% x3 
80% x3 80% x3 
80% x3 x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x6 Bench Press 70% x6 
1:30 rest 80% x6 1:30 rest 80% x6 
80% x6 80% x6 
x6 80% x6 
2 Lat Pulldown x6 A2 Pause Back Extension x7 
x6 (pause 5 sec) x7 
x6 x7 
x6 x7 
B1 DB Step Up 65% x6each B1 Standing DB Military Press 65°k x6 
1:30 rest 70% x6 pair 1:30 res t 70clo x6 
7 74% x6 
B2 DB Row 2 SL Hip Thrust w/ tenn1s ball x8each 
74% x8 x8 
74% x8 x8 
Barbell Curl x8 lose Grip Bench Press 74~ x8 
rest 1:30 min x8 1:30 min 74*' x8 
x8 74% x8 

Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg s1t up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder brid e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder brid e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder br e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder br" e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 




X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
One 
Warm % Warm % 
DB Snatch 60% x3each Hang Clean 60% x3 
rest 3:00 min 70% x3 t 3:00 min 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 
A1 DB Goblet Squat 60% x6 1 Bench Press 60% x6 
pair 1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 
70% x6 70% x6 
70% x6 70% x6 
Pull-up x5 SL Back Extension x5each 
y weight) x5 x5 
x5 x5 
B1 DB Split Squat 65% x6each B1 Standing BB Military Press 65% x6 
1:30 rest 70% x6 1.30 rest 70% x6 
B2 Double Arm DB Row 65% x6each B2 STLG Hip Bridge x8 
70% x6 (feet on bench) x8 
Barbell Curl x8 Close Grip Bench Press 65% x8 
1:30 min x8 rest 1·30 min 70% x8 
One 
Warm 
DB Snatch 60% x3 
3:00 min 70% x3 70% x3 
70% x3 70% x3 
7 x3 70% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 60% x6 Bench Press 60% x6 
1:30 rest 70% x6 1.30 rest 70% x6 
70% x6 70% x6 
70% x6 70% x6 
A2 Pull-up x5 SL Back Extension x5each 
(body weight) x5 x5 
x5 x5 
DB Split Squat 65% x6each B1 Standing BB Military Press 65% x6 
1:30 rest 70% x6 1:30 rest 70% x6 
B2 Double Arm DB Row 65% x6each B2 STLG Hip Bridge x8 
70% x6 (feet on bench) x8 
Barbell Curl x8 Close Grip Bench Press 65% x8 
1:30 min x8 rest 1:30 min 70% x8 

Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder · e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Stra1ght leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bri e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder bri e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder brid e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 




DB Snatch 70% x3each Hang Clean 70% x3 
rest 3:00 min 82% x3 3:00 min 82% x3 
82% x3 82% x3 
82% x3 x3 
A1 DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Bench Press 70% x5 
pair 1:30 rest 82% x5 1:30 rest 82% x5 
82% x5 82% x5 
82% x5 82% x5 
A2 Pull-up x6 A2 SL Back Extension x6ea 
weight) x6 x6 
x6 x6 
x6 x6 
DB Split Squat 70% x6each B1 Standing BB Military Press 70% x6 
1:30 rest 74% x6 pair 1 :30 rest 74% x6 
78% x6 78% x6 
B2 Double Arm DB Row 70% x6 B2 STLG Hip Bridge x8 
74% x6 (feet on bench) x8 
78% x6 x8 
Barbell Curl x6 lose Grip Bench Press 78% x6 
1:30 min x6 1:30 min 78% x6 
x6 78% x6 
One Two 
Warm % re Warm 
DB Snatch 70% x3each Hang Clean 70% x3 
rest 3:00 min 82% x3 rest 3:00 min 82% x3 
82% x3 82% x3 
82% x3 x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 A1 Bench Press 70% x5 
parr 1:30 rest 82% x5 pair 1.30 rest 82% x5 
82% x5 82% x5 
82% x5 82% x5 
A2 Pull-up x6 2 SL Back Extens1on x6ea 
(body weight) x6 x6 
x6 x6 
x6 x6 
DB Split Squat 70% x6each Standing BB Military Press 70% x6 
1:30 rest 74% x6 1:30 rest 74% x6 
78% x6 78% x6 
B2 Double Arm DB Row 70% x6 STLG H1p Bridge x8 
74% x6 on bench) x8 
78% x6 x8 
Barbell Curl x6 e Grip Bench Press 78% x6 
res t 1:30 m in x6 1:30 min 78o/c x6 
x6 78°A x6 

Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder brid e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Stra1ght leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder brid e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Hurdle Mob-Lateral x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
dead bug x5 
Straight leg sit up with stick x12 
3-way elbow hold x1 Osee ea 
SL shoulder brid e-hold x1 Osee ea. 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band . 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 




DB Snatch 70% x3 
rest 3:00 min 84% x3 84% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 1 Bench Press 70% x5 
1:30 rest 84% x5 1:30 rest 84% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 
Pull-up x7 SL Back Extension x7ea 
y weight) x7 x7 
x7 x7 
x7 x7 
B1 DB Split Squat 74% x5each B1 Standing BB Military Press 74% x5 
,r1 :30rest 76% x5 1·30 rest 76% x5 
80% x5 80% x5 
B2 Double Arm DB Row 74% x5 x10 
76% x5 on bench) x10 
80% x5 x10 
Barbell Curl x5 Close Grip Bench Press 80% x5 
1:30 min x5 res t 1:30 min 80% x5 
x5 80% x5 
Two 
% Warm % 
70% x3each Hang Clean 70% x3 
84% x3 rest 3:00 min 84% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 
84% x3 84% x3 
DB Goblet Squat 70% x5 Bench Press 70% x5 
1:30 rest 84% x5 1:30 rest 84% x5 
84% x5 84% x5 
x5 84% x5 
Pull-up x7 SL Back Extension x7ea 
(body weight) x7 x7 
x7 x7 
x7 x7 
81 DB Split Squat 74% x5each Standing BB Military Press 74% x5 
1:30 rest 76% x5 1:30 rest 76% x5 
80% x5 80% x5 
B2 Double Arm DB Row 74% x5 STLG Hip Bridge x10 
76% x5 on bench) x10 
80% x5 x10 
Barbell Curl x5 Grip Bench Press 80% x5 
res t 1:30 min x5 1:30 min 80% x5 
x5 80% x5 

Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
s1ngle leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side sc1ssor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band . 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 





74% x3 86% x3 
74% x3 86% x3 
74% x3 86% x3 
Front Squat 65% x5 Bench Press 70% x4 
1:30 rest 74% x5 1:30 rest 86% x4 
74% x5 86% x4 
74% x5 
Pull-up + we1ght x5 65% x5 
x5 70% x5 
x5 72% x5 
x5 74% x5 
B1 DB Lunge 65% x5each B1 Incline Bench Press 65% x5 
1:30 rest 70% x5 1.30 rest 70% x5 
74% x5 74% x5 
B2 BB Row 65% x5 B2 Glute Ham Raise x5 
70% x5 x5 
74% x5 x5 
Barbell Curl x5 Dips xmax 




BB Hang Snatch 70% x3 
rest 3:00 min 74% x3 86% x3 
74% x3 86% x3 
74% x3 86% x3 
Front Squat 65% x5 Bench Press 70% x4 
1:30 rest 74% x5 1:30 rest 86% x4 
74% x5 86% x4 
74% x5 86% x4 
A2 Pull-up+ weight x5 65% x5 
x5 70% x5 
x5 72% x5 
x5 74% x5 
DB Lunge 65% x5each B1 Inc line Bench Press 65% x5 
1:30 rest 70% x5 1:30 rest 70''> '!(5 
74% x5 74% x5 
2 BB Row 65% x5 B2 Glute Ham Raise x5 
70% x5 x5 
74% x5 x5 
Barbell Curl x5 Dips xmax 




Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side sc1ssor x6ea 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
s1ngle leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
Side SCISSOr x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
. Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w / abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band . 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w / abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 




78% x3 82% x3 
78% x3 82% x3 
78% x3 82% x3 
Front Squat 70% x5 Bench Press 70% x4 
1:30 rest 78% x5 1:30 rest 82% x4 
82% x4 
82% x4 
Pull-up+ weight 70% x5 
x6 74% x5 
x6 78% x5 
B1 DB Lunge 74% x5each B1 Incline Bench Press 74% x5 
1:30 rest 78% x5 1:30 rest 78% x5 
B2 BB Row 74% x5 B2 Gtute Ham Raise x6 
78% x5 x6 
Barbell Curt x5 Dips xmax 
rest 1:30 min x5 rest 1.30 min xmax 
ne 
Warm Warm % 
BB Hang Snatch 70% x3 Hang Clean 70% x3 
rest 3:00 min 78% x3 3:00 min 82% x3 
78% x3 82% x3 
78% x3 x3 
A1 Front Squat 70% x5 Bench Press 70% x4 
1:30 rest 78% x5 1.30 rest 82% x4 
78% x5 82% x4 
78% x5 82% x4 
2 Pull-up +weight x6 70% x5 
x6 74% x5 
x6 78% x5 
B1 DB Lunge 74% x5each B1 Incline Bench Press 74% x5 
1·30 rest 78% x5 1:30 rest 78% x5 
B2 BB Row 74% x5 B2 Gtute Ham Raise x6 
78% x5 x6 
Barbell Curt x5 Dips xmax 
rest 1:30 mm x5 rest 1:30 min xmax 

Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Roll/Mob 
Big Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 
side scissor x6ea 
Hurdle Mob-Forward x2ea way 
Mini Band Activation 
FBP stance w/ partner pert x15sec 
overhead flat foot sit up with stick x1 0 
single leg shoulder bridge march x6ea 




Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Roll program 
Ball foot 
Glutes * x over 
Hamstring 












Heel Sit Rotate x5ea 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Mini Band 
Lateral STLG shuffle 





Push up Hurdle Step 
x 5 ea 
Handcuff Ext Rotation 
x5 
Big Band 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Big Band · 
X -Walk lateral 
x5 yds ea 
OHV Squat w/ abduction 
x5 
Knee Shuffle 
x5 yds ea 
Standing Scap activate 
x10 
Warm 
BB Hang Snatch 
3:00 min 88% x2 
88% x2 
88% x2 
Bench Press 78% x3 
1:30 rest 88% x3 
82% xS 88% x3 
82% x5 88% x3 
Pull-up +weight xmax xS 
xmax 74% x5 
78% xs 
82% xS 
nge 74% B1 cline Press 74% x5 
pai,. 1 :30 rest 78% x5 1 30 rest 78% x5 
82% x5 82% x5 
B2 BB Row x5 B2 Glute Ham Raise x7 
78% x5 x7 
82% x5 x7 
x5 Dips +weight xmax 
1:30 min x5 rest 1:30 min 
x5 
Warm 
BB Hang Snatch 
rest 3:00 min 88% x2 
88% x2 
88% x2 
Front Squat nch Press 78% x3 
1:30 rest 1:30 rest 
82% x5 
Pull-up+ weight xmax 
xmax 74% x5 
78% xs 
82% x5 
x5each B1 Incline Bench Press x5 
78% x5 1 30 rest 780 x5 
82% x5 82% xS 
B2 BB Row 74% x5 B2 Glute Ham Raise x7 
78% x5 x7 
82% x5 x7 
Barbell Curl x5 Dips+ t xmax 
rest 1.30 min x5 rest 1:30 min 
xS 



